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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to testify
on behalf of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation about our policies for application of the D 7Oench
doctrine and section e and the impact of S. My testimony will briefly describe the D 7Oench doctrine and the
requirements of section e ; the steps that the FDIC has taken and is taking to balance the public interest in
effective banking supervision, resolution, and liquidation with the public interest in the fair treatment of
individuals; the public policies served by D 7Oench and section e ; and the potential impact of the proposed D
7Oench Duhme Reform Act on those public interests. In effect, the doctrine bars reliance upon any secret
agreement or arrangement that may tend to mislead financial institution examiners. Louis The Court held that
the 2 debtor was estopped from asserting the oral side agreement as a defense. It specifies four requirements
that must be met for agreements to be binding against the FDIC if a financial institution subsequently fails.
The statute requires that any agreement be in writing, be executed by the borrower and the institution
contemporaneous with the acquisition of the asset, be approved by the board of directors or loan committee,
and continuously be an official record of the institution. This public policy lies at the center of the ability of
the FDIC and other regulators to supervise open institutions and to resolve failing ones. Louis 3 assets and
liabilities supports key public policy goals and related statutory requirements such as prompt corrective action,
the "least cost" test, and the protection of the deposit insurance funds. Of course, these important public
policies must be balanced with the public interest in fairness to individuals. The FDIC has recently taken
additional significant steps to ensure that the D 7Oench doctrine and section e are applied fairly and
consistently with their public purposes. The FDIC remains willing to work with Congress to achieve an
optimal balancing of the competing public interests in any amendments to section e. We are committed to
finding ways to satisfy our statutory mandates with regard to supervising open financial institutions, resolving
failing institutions, and liquidating failed institutions while also preventing a potentially adverse impact on
individuals. Louis 4 This balancing of interests has been the subject of debate since the earliest days of the D
7Oench doctrine and section e. Attachment A summarizes the debate surrounding the passage of section e in
Questions about the application of D 7Oench or section e were raised during Chairman Heifer7s confirmation
process and during testimony by Vice Chairman Hove last year. During March , an inter-divisional working
group was established at the FDIC to discuss an appropriate response to concerns about the application of the
D 7Oench doctrine and section e and to prepare recommendations to present to the new Chairman. The
working group was made up of representatives of all affected groups within the FDIC, including those parts of
the FDIC responsible for supervision of open financial institutions, resolution of failing institutions, and
disposition of the assets and payment of claims against failed institutions. Louis 5 guidelines in all cases
involving Drench and section e. Since adoption of the guidelines, the FDIC has conducted intensive training in
their application for its staff across the country. This training has been conducted nationally as well as
regionally to ensure that the guidelines are understood and followed. The guidelines provide a structure for the
FDIC to promote the exercise of sound discretion in the application of D 7Oench and section e by requiring
prior Washington management approval in seven specific categories of factual circumstances. Critical to the
guidelines is a recognition that hard and fast rules will not permit the "case by case" review necessary to
protect against unfairness while ensuring that secret agreements remain barred. As a result, the guidelines
require FDIC attorneys, outside attorneys, asset servicing contractors, and other staff to obtain approval from
FDIC Headquarters in Washington before asserting D 7Oench or Section e in any case within the seven
categories. The seven categories include, among other things: Louis In these and the other categories of cases,
D 7Oench or section e cannot be asserted without specific prior approval from FDIC headquarters in
Washington. A copy of the guidelines is attached to this testimony as Attachment B. One of the few clear-cut
examples where application of D 7Oench and section e generally is prohibited by the guidelines involves
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claims by pre-receivership sellers or providers of goods and services to the failed financial institution. Under
the guidelines, D 7Oench and section e will not be asserted to bar those claims where the goods or services
were actually received by the institution regardless of the existence of a written agreement. We believe that the
requirement of prior review and approval under the guidelines is promoting a consistent approach to
application of these powers.
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About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works. This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact,
and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world , and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant. Page Publishing Inc Format Available: I have always felt that we have greatest
country in the world. It has always given me great pleasure to see honest, hardworking people and who are
willing to take risks to get ahead and succeed. I always felt that this was that America got to be great and that
we all should be working hard to help improve our own lives and the lives of others by carrying on this great
American tradition. As a result of being brought up with this thinking, I am more than willing to go out of my
way to try to help people succeed and obtain their goals. Another thing that always gives me a good feeling is
to see couples doing things as a family and with their children. To me this is what life is all about and should
be about. Many of this new generations of do-gooders, as they are often called, seem to think that everybody
should live on handouts and that anyone who is successful should be cut back down and not allowed to
succeed without their input as this is not fair to the less fortunate in this country. A successful person who has
obtained his achievements through hard, honest work is usually willing to try to help others reach similar
success. A person who is successful usually lives in a little better house. Many now think that this wrong, but
that person probably pays several times the property taxes of someone living in a less expensive home. This
will benefit everyone as this helps to educate their children and pay for many of the local services that people
demand today. If they hire people to help take care of their homes or properties, they are usually paid for with
after tax dollars, and this creates jobs for the people doing the work. Most successful people help create jobs
either by expanding their own business or investing on other business. I think that in order to get people off
welfare and off the government rolls, we need all the successful people that we can get in this country.
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